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ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVALUATION AT THE
REAR OF THE GEORGE INN,

GLAPTHORN ROAD, OUNDLE - STAGE 2

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1998

ABSTRACT

An archaeological evaluation comprising ofa geophysical survey, metal detecting survey and subsequent
trial trenching was carried out by Northamptonshire Archaeology on arable land off Glapthom Road,
Oundle, Northamptonshire (NGR TL 033890). The results of the survey indicated the presence of the
remains ofa small Roman farmstead and associated paddocks Orfields. The trial trenching confirmed
the presence of ditches, pits, post-holes and a possible aisled bUilding but no indications of industrial
activity.

INTRODUCTION

An archaeological evaluation comprising a geophysical survey, and subsequent trial excavation were

carried out in September and October 1998 on land to the rear of the George Inn, off Glapthorn

Road, Oundle. The evaluation met the requirement of a brief issued by Northamptonshire Heritage

on 13 June 1996, supplemented by letter dated 3 February 1997.

The first stage of the evaluation was undertaken in November 1996 by Northamptonshire

Archaeology and comprised of fieldwalking and metal detecting surveys (NA 1996). This identified

a concentration of Roman pottery which suggested the presence of a small settlement.

The present report describes the results of a second stage of archaeological evaluation which

comprised of three separate phases:

i) Geophysical "pilot survey"

ii) Detailed magnetometer surveyor a detailed resistivity survey dependant on i)

above.

iii) Trial excavation

The objective of the evaluation was to determine whether significant archaeological remains were

present within the application site, and confirm the date, extent, character, and state of preservation.

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY

The proposed development area lies on the upper slope of the west side of the Nene Valley (Fig

1). It comprises a flat arable field, with an initial phase of house construction to the cast.
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The geological survey map for the area identifies the majority of the site as lying upon Kellaway

Clays, Cornbrash and Great Oolite Clay (BGS Sheet 171: Kettering, 1974 edition).

BACKGROUND

The proposed development area covers 6.15 hectares at the rear of the George Inn, Glapthorn

Road, Oundle. The area lies in an Archaeological Priority Area designated by Northamptonshire

County Council (Foard, 1979) and within 1.2km of two nationally important monuments, Ashton

Roman Town and Oundle Saxon settlement.

Fieldwalking during the first stage of the evaluation produced evidence of a concentration of Roman

pottery of the 1st-4th centuries AD, together with possible building material ineluding a piece of

tegula, in the western part of the evaluation area (NA 1996). A thinner and more extensive scatter

of medieval and late medieval pottery probably denotes former manuring activity. The metal

detecting reconnaissance located several metal finds which included a Roman brooch in the area

of the pottery scatter.

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY (Fig 2)

Geophysical "Pilot Studytl

Two sample areas were surveyed by magnetnmeter within the area where the densest scatter of

Roman pottery had been previously recorded. In addition, a separate area was surveyed using a

resistivity meter over a dense limestone scatter. Both techniques were used initially in order to test

which method produced the best results.

The results showed that the magnetometer was most suited to the site conditions. The resistivity

survey produced poor results with only spikes from the insertion of the probes into the grnund and

where contact was made with isolated pieces of limestone (not illustrated).

On the basis of the pilot study the magnetometer survey was extended to comprise a total of 45

grids, each 20m x 20m (1.8ha). The work was carried out using two Geoscan Research FM36

Fluxgate Gradiometers, with each grid walked along parallel traverses set 1m apart. Individual

readings were taken at O.25m apart using a sample trigger for the rapid recording of data. The

sensor alignment or balance was checked upon the completion of survey within each grid square

and tilt error was maintained below +1-2nT per + 1- 20 degree tilt.

The data was analysed using the computer program Geoplot 2.01. Low magnetism is represented

as white and high magnetism as black in the resultant plot (Fig 3). The data was despiked, thereby
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reducing extreme readings sometimes caused by stray iron fragments and spurious effects due to

the inherent magnetism of soils.

The magnetic susceptibility of the deposits of this region are generally good (Clark 1990, 92; Tite

1972,232).

Analysis and Interpretation of Results

Figure 3 shows the standard deviation of raw data from -1 (shown as white) to + 1 (shown as

black) with a contrast factor of 2.

The principal discovery was a rectangular enclosure perhaps divided into individual paddocks and

habitation areas, and arranged either side of a possible ditched trackway aligned east-west. The

south-eastern corncr of the enclosure was not detected by magnetometer. Subsequent trial

excavation (trench 7), confirmed the absence of a ditch at this point. Further ditches and other

anomalies were identified to the north and west of the enclosure. Many appear to share similar

alignments perhaps suggesting an element of contemporaneity with the enclosure.

The significance of these anomalies cannot be ascertained without further investigation. However,

isolated rectangular blocks of high magnetism could denote thc ploughed out remains of a

kiln/hearth or an area of industrial activity (A, B).

Just to the east of the enclosure a sinuous anomaly with a large magnetic reading to the north

denotes a modern cablc trench and the outline of a proposed cycle route (C).

At the south-western corner of survey area, a series of high and low extreme magnetic readings may

denote modern disturbance associated with a drain that runs parallel to the southern hedge

boundary of the field (D).

The furrows relatcd to the medieval pre-enclosure field system were not clearly identified in the

plot. However, within a number of individual trenches the bases of these were recorded.

TRIAL EXCAVATION

Nine trial trenches were located to intersect the anomalies detected by geophysical surveyor to test

apparently blank areas (Figs 4 and 5). They were opened using a JCB 3CX excavator with a 1.5m

toothless bucket; all trenches were 25m long except trench 9 which was 8m wide by 6m long. A

metal detecting survey was carricd out along the trench bottoms and spoil heap (see section 7).
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The topsoil comprised a 50-100mm thick layer of stubble and ploughsoil consisting of a dark friable

blackish brown silty clay loam (all trenches context 1). It was removed by machine to expose a

subsoil within which no archaeological features could be seen. The subsoil typically comprised a

single layer of compact dark brown clay, 100-200mm thick (all trenches context 2).

The subsoil was removed by machine to expose a yellowish brown natural clay with blue/grey

mottling. Archaeological features were identified cutting this natural clay. These were the remains

of ridge and furrow, identified in trenches 2, 3, 5, 7, and 9. They were cut into the natural geology

and contained a fill of a mid yellowish brown silty clay. In trenches 2 and 5, the furrows ran in an

east-west direction whilst in trenches 3, 7 and 9 they were orientated on a north-south alignment.

RESULTS

Trench 1 was located to the east of the area of the detailed geophysical survey in order to test for

further remains outside the main area of activity. A single pit (1/8) of uncertain date formed the

only feature other than furrows and land drains (Fig 6).

Trench 2 was located to investigate faint linear anomalies towards the southern edge of the survey

area. Most of the features revealed in this trench were either land drains or furrows. A shallow

gully (2/4) and pit (2/5) formed the only other remains (Fig 6). The gully was 0.45m wide and

O.04m deep, filled with a mid-yellowish brown silty clay with yellowlblue grey clay mottling. It

contained a single sherd of Roman colour coated ware. The pit immediately to the south of the

gully was only partially visible under the western edge of the trench; it was O.60m wide by O.11m

deep. The fill comprised a mid-yellowish grey brown silty clay with very occasional charcoal

flecking and small pebbles. No pottery or other dating evidence was found from the pit.

Trench 3 was located about 60m south of the enclosure to investigate an apparently blank area

within the magnetometer survey. Most of the features revealed in trench 3 consisted of modern

land drains, but a ditch (3/6) some 1.25m wide and O.22m deep was aligned north-south (Fig 6).

The ditch was V-shaped with fairly steeply sloping sides. The primary fill was made up of a dark

greyish brown mottled silty clay with occasionallirnestone fragments. This was overlaid by a dark

yellowish grey brown silty clay while the uppermost layer was composed of a dark greyish brown

silty clay with occasional charcoal flecks. Two sherds of Roman pottery were recovered from the

fill.

Gully 3/8 located between contexts 3/4 and 3/5, had an exposed length of I.35m terminating short

of the north edge of the trench. It was 0.24m wide and O.12m deep at its terminal end which had

a V-shaped profile with fairly steeply sloping sides containing a dark yellowish grey brown silty clay

with some manganese staining.
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Trench 4 was located to intersect a ditch detected by magnetometer 10m to the south of the

rectangular enclosure. Two features were exposed and sampled, a wall foundation (4/4), and a

broad length of ditch (4/3 (Fig 6). The ditch was aligned NNW - SSE and could have removed any

trace of the east-west anomaly noted in the magnetometer survey.

The wall foundation (4/4), 3.4m long and O.40m wide, consisted of an arrangement of vertically

pitched stones. The stones were set in a cut with fairly steeply sloping sides containing a mid

yellowish brown silty clay. A total of 30 sherds of Roman pottery were,recovered from this context.

They were mainly Nene Valley colour coated wares (See tables in section 7 below).

Ditch (4/3), bisected trench 4. It was l.5m wide and O.5m deep and contained three fills. The

primary fill was 0.15m deep, consisting of a dark brown silty clay with very occasional amounts of

charcoal flecks. Above this, the fill changed to a light yellowish brown silty clay containing many

sub-angular picccs of limestone. The uppermost fill, consisted of a dark greyish brown silty clay

with some burnt limestone pieces and occasional charcoal flecks.

Trench 5 was located to intersect the ditch on the southern side of the enclosure and determine the

nature, character and date of any internal features. The excavation confirmed the location of the

ditch (5/4-6) which appears to have been re-cut (Fig 6; 5/5). The earliest ditch 5/4 was 1.70m wide

and 0.45m deep, had a V-shaped profile with a fairly gently sloping southern side and containing

a fill of a mid-yellowish-grey brown mottled silty clay with occasional charcoal flecks.

The later ditch 5/5 was some 1.75m wide and O.40m deep, also had a V-shaped profile. It contained

a similar fill to 5/4.

A further ditch 5/6, 1.20m wide, 0.35m deep, was situated to the north and had fairly steeply sloping

sides. It also contained a similar fill to ditches 5/4 and 5/5. These contained 32 and 27 sherds of

Roman pottery respectively mostly comprising of Nene Valley colour coated wares.

Pit 517, was not excavated but was 1.60m in diameter and had a fill of a mid grey brown friable silty

clay with occasional charcoal flecks. A single furrow (5/3) was revealed in this trench, orientated

east-west. It was 1m wide and 0.06m wide and contained a dark yellowish brown silty clay fIll.

Trench 6 was located to investigate the possible trackway defined hy flanking ditches suggested in

the magnetometer survey and to test the areas of stone scatters previously identified from

fie1dwalking (NA 1996) (Fig 7).

A single ditch, later recut, was identified in the location of the southern anomaly but the

corresponding feature to the north was absent.
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The southern ditch, with a maximum width of 4.20m, comprised three or possibly four successive

cuts (contexts 6/6, 6/12, 6/15 and 617). The relationship between ditches 6/12 and 6/15 had been

destroyed by later recut 6/6. Ditch 6/12, was l.04m wide and O.56m at its deepest point, and

contained a sequence of fills. The northern side of the feature had a deeper V-shaped profile 6/17

which may denote a separate ditch. It contained a yellow/grey silty clay containing occasional

charcoal flecks, burnt stone, animal bone and Roman pottery shenIs. This was overlaid by fills 6/16

and 6/14 which was consisted of grey silty clay, fill 6/16 was almost devoid of stone fragments but

contained large quantities of pottery and animal bone. A total of 52 sherds of Roman pottery

mostly comprised of sandy wares and miscellaneous types dated to the 1st and 2nd centuries AD.

The upper fill (6/14) was mottled yellow and contained charcoal and a,h along with traces of burnt

stone fragments. The remainder of the ditch was filled with a light yellow brown silty clay with large

stones, occasionally burnt, which varied in size up to 0.20m x O.13m x O.03m.

Ditch cut 6/15, situated to the south had a U-shaped in profile and was 0.70m at its widest and

0.35m deep. It contained a single fill of yellow-brown silty clay which included large flat ironstone

pieces. Eleven sherds of Roman pottery dating to 2nd century AD were recovered, mostly

comprising of shell-gritted wares.

Ditch 6/6 formed the latest phase in the sequence of ditches and had a broad U-shaped profile with

fairly steeply sloping sides. It contained a mid-brown silty clay fill with irregularly shaped limestone

pieces, burnt stone, and occasional flecks of charcoal.

At approximately 0.25m to the north was a further ditch, 1.20m wide by 0.30m deep (6/11). It

contained a mid-yellowish brown silty clay fill with occasional lumps of yellow clay, occasional

charcoal flecks and stone fragments. At its northern edge a lcnse of charcoal was recorded.

To the south of these ditches a post-hole (613) extended beneath the western edge of the trench

section. The post-hole was sub-circular in plan and was O.50m wide and O.lOm deep. It had fairly

steeply sloping sides and containing a fill of dark yellowish brown silty clay with few charcoal flecks.

Forty four sherds of Roman pottery were recovered comprising mainly Nene Valley colour coated

and grey wares.

Also in trench 6 gully 6/4 was ca. 5.5m long, O.35m wide and O.05m deep. It contained a dark grey

brown silty clay fill mottled with yellowish brown silty clay mottling. In its base a stakehole (6/5)

measuring O.08m by O.lOm and O.13m deep was revealed. It had near vertical sides tapering to a

slightly rounded base and contained a dark grey brown silty clay WI.
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Pits 6/8, 6/9 and 6/10 situated at the northern end of the trench extended beneath the section edge.

Pit 6/9 cut 6/8 and both had yellowish-brown silty clay ftIl with sub-angular burnt limestone pieces.

Pit 6/10 had a darker but otherwise similar fill. All were up to 0.38m dcep.

A narrow slot, 617, aligned north-east to south-west cut the southern edge of 6/8. The slot had

vertical sides tapering to a flat base. It contained a dark grey-brown silty clay fill. A similar slot,

6/13, extended westwards from the centre of pit 6/8. Both fills contained pottery dating to the 3rd

4th centuries.

Trench 7 was locatcd to investigate the possible south-cast corner of the rectangular enclosure

where an enclosure ditch may be expected but was not identified in the magnetometer survey (Figs

5 and 6). The majority of the features uncovered in this trench were field drains or the bases of

furrows (7/3-5 and 7/10-11).

A ditch (7/6) towards the centre of the trench was 1.15m wide and 0.35m deep. It was aligned

roughly north-south but lay to the east of the projected line of the enclosure ditch. The ditch was

V-shaped with fairly steeply sloping sides tapering to a flattish base. It contained a dark yellowish

grey-brown silty clay with occasional charcoal flecks and yellow clay mottling.

Approximately 1m to the west a gully (717) £. 0.42m wide and 0.18m deep had a V-shaped profile

with steeply sloping sides. It contained a dark yellowish grey-brown silty clay with occasional

yellow-brown clay mottling.

Trench 8 was located to investigate the northern side of the enclosure where it bifurcates to form

a double ditched boundary and to test for external features including other ditches which share a

common alignment (Fig 7).

The trench identified the pair of enclosure ditches, both of which were subsequently re-eut (8/8; 8/5

and 817; 8/4), beneath a general levelling layer (8/3).

Ditch 8/8 was V-shaped with steeply sloping sides tapering to a slightly rounded base and contained

a mid-brown silty clay with frequent mottles of orange-brown silty clay which become progressively

larger towards the base. The ditch was 0.65m wide and 0.35m deep. This was re-cut and overlaid

by ditch cut 8/5, which was 1.60m wide but only O.28m deep. The fill consisted of a mid-grey brown

silty clay with frequent mid-dark orange brown silty clay mottling and rare charcoal flecks. Seven

sherds of Roman pottery mostly sandy and shell -gritted wares dated to 2nd to 3rd centuries AD

were recovered.
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About 0.80m to the north, the outer ditch (8n) contained three separate fills, each comprising

primary fill, of mid-greylbrown silty clay with varying amounts of orange brown mottles and

charcoal.

Towards tbe centre of the trench a field drain cut ran diagonally across the trench whilst

immediately to its west were two post-holes, 8/13 and 8/14, extending into thc trench section. Both

containcd the same fills consisting of a mid grcy brown friable silty clay with rare mottles of orange

brown silty clay.

To the north a small group of features were identified within the area of the suggested ditch

identified in the magnetometer survey. Ditch 8/6 measured 0.70m wide by 0.36m dcep and had a

V-shaped profile with fairly steeply sloping sides. It containcd a mid greylbrown silty clay with

orange brown mottling and occasional small limestone fragments. This feature cnt through an

carlier pit 8/9. Beneath an adjacent furrow (8/11) was a sub-circular post-hole measured 0.50m x

0.35m wide and O.OSm deep. It contained a mid-blue greylbrown silty clay with occasional amounts

of orange brown silty clay mottling. A short gully (8/12) measuring l.8m by 0.25m wide and 0.12m

deep was also cut by the furrow. The gully had a V-shaped profile and contained a mid greylbrown

friable silty clay with flecks of charcoal and occasional orange brown mottling.

At the extreme north end of trench 8, disarticulated human remains were found at the base of the

subsoil during machining. The remains consisted of the hC,ad of a humerus (immature), a lower jaw

with well-worn teeth (adult), and a phalange which represent remains of at least two skeletons (A.

Chapman pers comm). The remains indicated shallow burials of uncertain date albeit disturbed by

subsequent ploughing.

Trcnch 9 was positioned ovcr a possible kilnlhearth structure idcntificd in the magnetometer survey

(Fig 4, A). Excavation identificd remains of a possible rectangular building containing hearths and

pits (Fig 8). The building has been heavily truncated by later agriculture so that only the base of

the foundations within the eastern part of the trench survives.

Walls 9/4, 9n, and 9/17 form one side of the building. The absence of foundation, together with

a threshold (9n) may suggest the presence of a possible doorway within the centre part of the

trench. Wall (9/4) was 2m long and 0.70m wide and comprised angular limestones set on edge in

a dark greyish brown silty clay matrix. It contained five sherds of Nene Valley colour coated, grey

and sandy wares. At its southern end the wall was removed by a robber trench (9/20), at the north

end the stones diminish in size and quantity. The possible entrance to the building was marked by

an arrangement of limestone pieces offset from the wall line which might represent a threshold.

The stones were laid flat and had Worn upper surfaces. In the north-east comer of the trench,
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POTTERY by D F Mackreath

The detailed identification of the pottery is ineluded as Appendix 1 with an overview and supporting

tables presented here.

Overview

The assemblage, not surprisingly, is like that found around Durobrivae and noW published in relative

detail in the report on Orton Hall Farm (Mackreath 1996). The datings are based on the

. determination there and at other sites lying basically just east of Durobrivae.

One caveat must be made and that is there is a tendency for the relative amount of pottery in use

to vary through time. Thcrefore, a seeming lack of mid-late 4th century material should be read

against a similar difficulty in characterising what belongs at the very end of the Roman period, when

the generally latc diagnostic products of the Stibbington kilns are absent. This is supported by the

very distinct change in the quantities used by the Anglo-Saxons. The amount of pottery from subsoil

4/2 may be significant.

There is also a suggestion that an apparent weighting towards the late 1st to 2nd centuries AD may

also be due to an imbalance in use. The next chief period, later 2nd - 3rd century is also fairly well

represented and the poor showing of the 3rd - 4th century can be partly explained by the change

in density of use, but there is a feeling that it is weak anyway.

Without knowing the layout of the trenches, the areas and volumes sampled, no recommendations

can be made. It may be that the appearance of the Anglo Saxon pottery, late over or high fired CC,

the very thick Shelly bowl and the shelly tile fragment actually point to an area of late occupation.

What does appear is that there are no grounds for supposing that there is significant pre-Roman

occupation on the site.



FABRIC TYPES TRENCH/CONTEXT NUMBER (SHERD COUNT)

1/3 1/6 1/7 1/8 2/1 2/2 2/3 2/4 2/7 3/4 3/5 3/6 4/2 4/4 4/5 4/6 5/2 5/4 5/5

ROIlAll FABRICS

BELGIC TYPE VESSELS

8LACK BURNISHED TYPE 1 1 3 2

COLOUR COAT 1 1 2 1 14 11 11

GREYWARE - MIse. 2 3

GREYWARE - NENE VALLEY 2 1 1 3 4 13 '

GROG-TEMPERED . , 1 2

LONDON \/ARE

MISCELLANEOUS 2 3

MORTARIA

OXFORD WARE , .

SAMIAN 1 1 I

SANDY WARE (CI-C2) 8 9 3

SANDY \/ARE (MISC) 3 2 7

SHELL-GRITTED I I 1 10 3 5

SHELL GRITTED (MISC) 1 1 1 I 3 2

WHlTE WARE

I ANGLO-SAXON I 0:=0 I 0 I I I I I 4 I LJ I I I I

I MKDIEVALJPOST-KKDIRVAL I 0:=0 2 I CI I, I I 1 I I I 0 I I I I

ITOTAL I 2~ 2 I 2 CI 1 I I GJ 1 I 2 I 8 I 30 I 26 LJ II I 32 I 27 I
DATE RANGE Cl-C2 Cl 17-18 17-18 C3-C4 CI-C2 CI-4 C17 C2-AS Cl-4 Cl-4 Cl-2 Cl-2 C2-3 CI-3



FABRIC TYPES TRENCH/CONTEXT NUMBER (SHERQ COUNT)

5/6 6/2 6/3 6/4 6/6 6/7 6/8 6/9 6/10 6/11 6/12 6/15 6/16 6/17 7/3 7/6 7/7 7/8 8/2

ROHAN FABRICS

BELGIC TYPE VESSELS

BLACK BURNISHED TYPE

COLOUR COAT 2 10 11 2 1 7

GREY1IARE - Mlsc. 1 7 1 1 3 6 1 6 2

GREY1IARE - NENE VALLEY 12 5 1

GROG-TEMPERED 1 1 4 3 2 6 .
LONDON WARE

MISCELLANEOUS 2 1 1 17 5
., ,

MORTARIA ,
OXFORQ WARE 1

SAMlAN 1

SANDY WARE (Cl-C2) 1 2

SANDY WARE (MISC) 7 1 "5 • 1 2 21 5 1 1 2 2 2

SHELL-GRITTED 8 1 15 7" 5 4 1 I 6

SHELL GRITTED (MISC) I

WHlTE WARE

I ANGLO-SAXON I o=J CI:J D 0 I I I I I CI I I

I
MEDIEVAL/POST-MEDIEVAL I [I] [I] D D I I I I I I I I I

I TOTAL I 30 c:=GJ 5 c;;::::Q 5~ 11 I 11
1

52 I 9 I 2 I~ 21 3 1 20 1

DATE RANGE CI-C3 MED CI-2 CI-CZ CI-4 CI C2-4 CI CI-2 C2 C2 Cl~2+ C3-18 CI-5



FABRIC TYPES TRENCH/CONTEXT NUMBER (SHERD COUNT)

8/3 8/4 8/4A 8/5 8/6 8/7 8/8 8/9 8/12 9/2 9/4 9/5 9/6 9/7 9/8 9/9 9/10 9/10 9/10
B C H

ROMAN FABRICS

BELGIC TYPE VESSELS 1

BLACK BURNISHED TYPE 10 1 1

COLOUR COAT 46 28 2 23 14 6 1 1 1

GREYWARE - MISC. 4 2 4 7 1 2

GREYWARE - NENE 30 8 3 15 1 9 1 1 2 2 2
VALLEY

GROG-TEMPERED I 1

LONDON WARE 3

MISCELLANEOUS 2 1 1 3 18 9

MORTARIA 1 1

OXFORD WARE 3 I 2 63 I

SAMIAN 2 1 1 1

SANDY WARE (C1-C2) 2

SANDY WARE (MISC) 10 2 2 2 2 5 1 2 1 2

SHELL-GRITTED 23 8 9 5 4 2 2 6 1 2 1 2 1 3 6

SHELL GRITTED (MISC)

WHITE WARE 1 1 1

I ANGLO-SAXON = ~ I I I I I I I I I I I
I

MEDIEVAL/POST- CIIIIIJ D I 7

I I I I I I D I IMEDIEVAL

I TOTAL 7 Q 2 I 32 I 5 I 3 I 6 I 1 I 3 I 2 I 24 I 6 I 18 I
DATE RANGE C2-4 C3-4 C2-3 C2-4 C2-4 C4 C2-4 C3-19 C2-3 CI-3 Cl-2 C2 Cl-2



FABRIC TYPES TRENCH/CONTEXT NUMBER (SHERD COUNT)

9/11A 9/11B 9/12 9 f 13 9/14 9/15 9/16
,

ROMAN FABRICS

BELGIC TYPE VESSELS 1

BLACK BURNISHED ..

COLOUR COAT 1

GREYWARE - MISC. 4 3

GREYWARE - NENE VALLEY

GROG-TEMPERED 1

LONDON WARE

MISCELLANEOUS 1

MORTARIA

OXFORD WARE

SAMIAN

SANOY WARE (CI-C2)

SANDY WARE (MISC) 3 1 4

SHELL-GRI'ITED 5 5 1 3 3 2

SHELL GRITTED (MISC)

\illITE WARE 1 1

I ANGLO-SAXON I I I I I I I I I I D I I I CD
I

MEDIEVAL/POST-MEDIEVAL I I I I I I I I I D I I I IT]
I TOTAL I 6 I 5 I 9 5 41 I 7 I 3 I I I I D I I I CD
I DATE RANGE I I Cl I Cl-2 Cl-2 Cl-2 I Cl-2 I C2 I I I I D I I I CD
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SMALL FINDS by Tara Hylton

This evaluation produced a small group of Roman artefacts. With the exception of one copper alloy

mount, all were located in stratified deposits. There were 14 individual small finds, represented. by

objects of copper alloy and iron.

Two coins were located within Trenches 3 and 4, and date from the middle-late third to the early

fourth centuries; one a coin of Claudius II Gothicus (A.D. 268-270) and the other of Crispus (AD

317-326). They came from ditches 3/6 and 4/3 respectively.

Other objects include a spoon bowl, a pin and a leather mount. The spoon has a pear-shaped bowl

and equates with Crummy's Type 2 (Crummy 1979, fig 73,2014), which generally date from the first

half of the second century. The pin, although incomplete displays similarities to Cool's Type 9, with

a triple unit standard head (Cool 1990, fig 6, 6-7) which terminates with a disc finial.

There are eight iron objects, these possess little intrinsic interest and comprise one large rod of

uncertain usage, three nails and three fragmented objects of indeterminate use. In addition there

were six lumps of slag.

Finds Catalogue

Copper alloy objects

Coin, incomplete.
Ac Ant. Claudius I
Commemorative issue under Quintilus c.270
Rev: Consecratio
Eagle standing left with head turned.
Trench 3/6, MD Find No 1

Coin.
Ae 3. Crispus AD 317-326
Rev: BEATA TRANQUILLITAS
Altar inscribed, votis xx (London mint)
Trench 413, MD Find No 2

Spoon, incomplete, pear-shaped bowl only. Broken at point where handle joins bowl.
Measurements: 24x40mm
Trench 9/12, MD Find No 3 (Fig 9, 2)

Pin, incomplete part of head missing. Circular sectioned shaft tapered to a point. Shaft terminates
in a groove and bead moulding surmounted by a crescent-shaped finial (possibly incomplete).
Length: 95mm
Trench 9/12, SF No 2 (Fig 9, 1)
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Mount, incomplete. Cast mount to decorate leather? Vestige of projecting shank protrudes from
the underside. Measurements: 30x20
Trench 6, unstratified, MD Find No 4

Sheet, folded fragment. Measuremcnts: 30x32mm
Trench 2/1, SF No 4

Iron obi eets

Rod. Length of square-sectioned rod tapered ar onc cnd. Corrosive nodules adhered to surf,\cc of
bar. Nature of object difficult to determine. Length: 627mm
Trench 9/15, SF No 1

Nail. Squared sectioned shank, tapered with rectangular-sectioned head. Length: 55mm.
Trench 6/6, SF No 3

Nail. Length (incomplete): 25mm
Trench 1/2, SF No 7

Nail. Length: 25mm
Trench 3/6, SF No 8

Nail. Square-sectioned shank, with flat, round head. Length: 50mm
Trench 5/6, SF No 9 .

Object. Tapered with squared scctioned shank. Length: 60mm
Trcnch 5/5, SF No 5

Object, rod fragment? Circular section, incrusted in corrosion products, impossible to identify.
Length: 35mm
Trench 8/5, SF No 6

Objccts. Three heavily encrusted lumps, objects impossible to identify. Trench 8/4, SF No 12

One lump of slag. Weight: 21g
Trench 8/15, SF No 10

Two lumps of slag. Weight: 138g
Trench 8/6, SF No 11

Three lumps of slag. Weight: 91g
Trench 8/6

CONCLUSIONS

The magnetometer survey has produced significant results showing thc remains of a small Roman

settlement associated with its own field system. Trial excavations appear to confirm that the main

focus of settlement is associatcd with the rectangular enclosure and to the west of the area.

Elsewhere only isolated features were idcntified, perhaps related to field activities.
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Text:
Illustrations:

Trial excavation within trench 9 has shown that the remains of a Roman building rcmains have

survived although subsequent ploughing has caused considerabe damage. Thc rcmains may best

be interpreted as the end of an aisled building dating from the late 2nd to early 4th centuries AD.

Other examples of this type of building are known in thc county, including the example at Grcat

Oakley (Meadows 1992,91-2). This building contained a number of hearths of uncertain purpose.

Project Manager:
Geophysics Survey:
Trial Excavation:

Meadows, 1. 1992 Three Roman Sitcs in Northamptonshire: Excavations by E. Greenfield at
Bozeat. Higham Ferrers and Great Oakley between 1961 and 1966, in Northamptonshire
Archaeology, 24, 77-94.

The concentration of Roman pottery of the 1st-4th centuries AD rccovered in 1996, together with

possible building material including a piece of tegula, supports the trial trcnching evidence to

sU!llfest that the main Roman activity lics in the western part of the site.

Crummy, N 1983 Thc Roman Small Finds from Excavations in Colchcstcr, 1971-9, Colchester

Archacol Rep. 2

9.2

9.3
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4/6 3 sherds = 2 pots, sandy ware indeterminate C1-C2.

Appendix 1

Early Anglo-Saxon
Black Burnished
Colour Coat
Nene Valley Grey Ware
Oxford Ware
Terra Sigillata = Samian

Site£fJ10.98, Pottery Evaluation

4/2 4 AS, no rims, bases or decoralion; shell tempered coop pot C3-C4; 1 sandy Orton Hall Farm
fig.83,97 for form, generic C2 type of vessel; 2 sandy scraps; baked clay.

4/2 separate bag, tegula flange.

4/4~ 1 sherd sandy orange C1-C2?

4/4 3 shell tempered nondescripts and 1 probably mid Cl; 2 grog-tempered Cl, probably before 75;
top of a flagon, self coloured white, Cl.-C2; 1 BB; 6 mixed sandy types CI-C2; 6 thin sherds of
grey CC; 1 alia/storage vessel, 1 NVGW; C2-C3; 8 CC including a flanged and beaded rim
bowl C3-C4 and a few pieces of rouletted beaker; 1 fragment of burnt bone, discarded.

4/5 9 sandy C1-C2 types; '10 shell tempered C1-C2, and into a?; 3 near NVGW; 1 BB; 3 indented
beaker C2-300.

2/1 Post-medieval panch ion; I post-medieval glazed with slip; 1 probable post-medieval.

2/2 Clay pipe; 1 late C17 into C18; shell-tempered scrap; CC beaker scrap.

2/3 TS scrap with only one surface

2/4 CC, 1 sherd probably C3-C4.

2/7 1 sandy ware, CI-C2?

Trench 3

3/4 Baked clay; 2 x NVGW; 2 CC C3-C4?; 1 grog-tempered hand made, Cl, before 75; 1 shell tem-
pered, No Comment.

3/5 Post medieval, probably C17

3/6 1 CC; 1 NVGW. No Comme)'lt

Trench 4

The bags are arranged in Trench and Layer order, the contents described in short order form,
along with the number of sherds, flints and lumps of baked clay where these occur, and a
comment on the fabrics and the likely date-range of individual pots, ending with an over
view of the site collection. All stones and chips of bone were discarded.

Abbreviations:

AS
BB
CC
NVGW
OXF
TS

Trench 1

1/3 2 sherds from a base,tempered with mixed sand, orange/brown fired, later Cl-early C2?

1/6 Shell-tempered scrap and a piece of baked clay: No Comment.

1/7 Shell-tempered: No Comment.

1/8 Very shelly, 4 pieces ~ 1 sherd, no surviving inner surface, groove on the outer, Cl?

Trench 2
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Trench 5

5/2 3 joining sherds of a dog dish in a fine sandy near black ware clearly imitating BB, C2; 1 fine
sand tempered grey with fumed exterior; 1 C1-C2 light grey sandy; 2 shell tempered nonde
scripts; 4 NVGW sherds ~ 4 pots. All could be C2

5/4 1'5, Central Gaul, ?f37 rim, C2; 13 tiny sherds, all sand tempered, all vaguely pre NVGW fumed
grey type, no features; 2 very sandy fumed black outside, BB imitation?; 2 sandy scraps; 9 CC
with near black finish, all small, all one pot, C2 ? into C3, 1 other same style near base possibly
another pot; 2 CC orange finish; 1 distinctive pale body with variable sized grits and sand
which might be either post medieval or be an import from the Rhineland; 3 shell tempered
without any features. All could be C2, but after 150 as a deposit

5/5 1'5 a foot rim from a cup; 2 thick joining shell tempered sherds, hand-made, combed surface,
large storage vessel, C1 only?; 3 joining cook pot type in a sandy ware red core with an oxi
dized skin having a fumed surface; 3 scraps of pre-NVGW type; 4 scraps of sandy wares; 3 in
determinate shell tempered, a-C3?; 1 CC scale-decorated folded beaker, later C2 into'C3, and
4 scraps; CC 6 sherds from a large bowl of C3-C4 type. Deposit need not be later than mid C3~

5/6 1 small sherd grog tempered thin walled vessel, decorated outside, C1; 8 shell tempered sherds
all could be C1, but probably C1-C2; 5 sandy ware fired an orange all form one pot d. Orton
Hall Farm fig.81,32·for general form, C1-C2; 2 sandy ware C1.-C2 tyfe; 1.2 NVGW and near
NVGW sherds C2 - early C3 generally; 2 pale orange self-coloured or CC with the coating
scrubbed off, the tiny size suggests latter, if so C2-C3 range;

Trench 6

6/2 1 sherd tempered with crushed limestone and grog, red core oxidized to a pale orange on out
side, medieval?

6/3 CC 10 sherds from one pot and giving the complete profile, very unusual, in style TS £19, but
could have been intended to be f37, £19's no longer being made at or after 1.50 which is the date
of this pot, the rouletting represents the' decorated zone of the original, not likely to be C3, or
even very late C2; 1. sandy ware near a base C1.-C2.

6/4 ] pale grey sandy, C]-C2; 1. sandy with red core, pale oxidized skin finished to a red; 2 sherds
dark grey/brown sandy from a bowl; 1. shell tempered, thin walled, cook pot with an upright
rim. None need be far into the C2.

6/6 3 pottery bags

bag] ] grog tempered wheel thrown probably a; 5 plus 2 joining sandy grey ware, 2 are of C1.-C2
form, the others all have "sandwich" firings - a red core with dark outer parts; 2 shell tempered
indeterminate and 1 rim and shoulder from general C1-C2 form d. Orton Hall Farm fig.8],32; 4
NVGW and one pre-NVGW type, C2-C3; 8CC from 1. large C3-C4 bowl.

bag 2 2 hand made grogged ware with vertical combing, C1.; 2 CC late C2-C4 type; 1. cc with bar
botine probably 1.50-200; 1. NVGW flange and bead bowl, C3; 6 shell tempered from 1. base, 3
nondescript; 1. fragment of belemnite discarded.

bag 3 1. plain grey sandy ware; 1. slow wheel-turned in ill sorted fabric with little sand; ] tiny scrap
with? crushed limestone tempering; 1. grog tempered wheel thrown; 4 shell tempered, 2 join
ing from C1.-C2 cook pot, ] nearly upright rim and 1. nondescript; 2 very large shell tempered
sherds complete profile from base to lower neck, middle and upper part combed, hand made,
C] basically. Deposit need not be later than the early C2.

6/6 dark fill separate bag, 2 pieces of tile, 1 = pila?, the other legula?; 1. shell tempered sherd from a
very thick-walled vessel, possibly middle C4 and later, d. Orton Hall Farm fig. ]00,497,
fig.1Q5,604-9.

6/7 1'5 scrap South Gaulish?;] untempered flat sherd fired black, Cl?

6/8 2 CC, 1. narrow mouth jar, late C2-C4, and] scrap; ] grey sandy, with. crushed limestone?;
NVGW rouletted band C2-C3; ] shell tempered scrap.

6/9 ] fragment of an untempered rim, red with a black surface, C1?

2



6/10 1 grey sandy scrap.

6/11 1 orange sandy; 3 grey sandy, 2 joining to form part of a base; 1 brown sandy; 3 very fine sand
tempering fumed near black and with a dark grey fracture; 7 shell tempered, 3 scraps, 1 thick
without inside face, 2 fine shell part of same pot, 1 base with very tlun foot ring. All C1 into C2.

6/12 2 bags

bag 1 1 very thin, shoulder to rim, very fine sand tempering; 1 grey sandy rim CI-C2 type; 2 joining
fired pale grey with near black surface with very fine sand with occasional shell, upper shoul
der has a thin cordon and part of the rim- [see below], Cl into early C2; 1 slow wheel turned,
grog tempered, fired buff with a brown fumed external surface, grey on inner, Cl. Nothing
here need be later C2.

bag 2 1 edge of lid in grey fine sandy ware; 2 more sherds of - above; 2 shell tempered O-e2 type; 1
hand made with mixed grit tempering mixed with a little grog reminiscent of AS, but probably
not enough sharp sand to be that. Comment as above.

6/15 1 1'5 scrap, ? South Gaulish; 1 scrap of grey ware with some sand; 1 heavily sand laden fired
orange with a red surface; 1 less sandy generally orange; 2 grog tempered the rim wheel fin
ished; 5 shell tempered, 1 a cook pot with grooves on shoulder, the others nondescript, Cl-e2; 2
tile chips. None of the pottery need date far into the C2, but the tile may point to C2-e3.

6/16 2 bags

bag 1 All tiny; 1 grog tempered slow wheel-turned base, C1; 9 very sandy fired orange, no rim or
base; 9, probably aliI vessel +, pale grey core, groove at top and bottom of shoulder, CI-C2; 5
scraps - of sandy grey ware nearly all with black outer surface; 2 shell tempered Cl-e3. None
need be as late as 150.

bag 2 3 grog tempered sherds all near the base and from a ?slow wheel turned vessel, Cl; 1 Cheese
Press complete profile fired dark grey in middle brown in the outer parts and fumed black, in
ternal grooves on wall and diagonal b\unished lines. between, Cl-e2; 11 sherds of a narrow
necked flagon same as - above, reeded handle, globular body, 0 only?; 1 NVGW dosed ves
sel; 1 slightly sandy orange fired from a thin-walled dosed vessel; 6 sherds as + above, much
more of the shoulder with a groove at the bottom and a thin cordon at the top, Cl-e2 type; 1
Nene Valley CC fabric but self coloured and fired a little pink; 2 grey sandy sherds represent
ing the rims of 2 separate vessels; 1 fragment of bone discarded. Date runs on to 200, ? plus.

6/17 2 joining sherds forming a base and 2 more sherds probably from the same pot, sandy, fumed
external surface' on a dark grey core with brown grey outer parts; 1 black very fine sand tem
pered with a little grog; 4 shell-tempered nondeSCripts. All CI-C2.

Trench 7

7/3 1 fine shell tempered; 1 sandy brown grey, No Comment.

7/6 Clay pipe; 1 shelly scrap and 1 sandy ditto. No Comment.

7/7 2 sandy sherds. No Comment

7/8 Handle C17 into C18; imitation TS f38 sandy, fired grey core with grey skins and a fumed fin
ish, C3-e4?; 1 orange scrap.

Trench 8

8/2 4 bags

bag 1 Fragment of combed box tile.

bag 2 Cc, 1 sherd beaker, 1 thick 0-C4; 4 shell tempered, including 1 0-e4 rim; 1 grey sandy with a
pale core; tile: 3 bits, 1 ? legula, a chip and a shell tempered ?tile; 1 fragment of bone and 2
stones discarded.

bag 3 1 sandy fired grey core and orange outer edges, Cl-e2; Cc, Isherd grey beaker rim, late C2
mid 0; 5 sherds induding an imitation TS f38 and a dog dish, all likely C4; 2 shell tempered, 1

3



dog dish and 1 thick bowl cf. Orton Hall Farm fig.105,604-609, late C4-early C5, ibid. 174. The
end date is as close to 375-400 as one is likely to get without other evidence.

bag 4 1 grey sandy rim, C2; CC, 2 joining sherds, C4 style.

Separate bag, fragment of pantile?: has the ogee section characteristic of those, and therefore not Ro
man.

8/3 5 bags

bag 1 1 dark grey fine sandy; BB, 4 sherds from 1 flanged pie dish?; 1 self-<:oloured unusual form
base, or ex CC beaker base; 1 CC fine beaker, late C2-e4; 1 reeded flange mortarium with lots
of fine sand in the fabric, no grits survive, date probably mid 0 plus; 1 sherd no comment. All
C2-e3?

bag 2 NVGW, 8 sherds, several vessels, including 3 sherds from a pot with a slip, later C2 and 0;
CC, 10 sherds, 4 froin folded beaker probably late C2 - mid 0,1 other beaker high fired, ?C4, 1
possible imitation fi8, if so C2, 2 more C3-C4, 1 sherd brown/orange fabric with traces of a red
slip, probably OXF; shell tempered, 1 might be C1 into CZ, 1 rim is C3-C4; 6 sandy ware sherd,
C2, 2 joining from a flanged bowl, 1 C2 latest "belgic" style; 3 sandy C2. Terminal date likely to
beC3-e4.

bag 3 2 grey sandy joining parts of a base, and 2 more from same vessel; BB style, CZ only?; NVGW,
12 sherds, 2 possibly from Stanground, 1 near black base with CC but exhibiting the typical
N"VGW pock-marked staining, all probably late C2 and 0, the latter predominating; 2 CC, 1
tall upright rim finished in black from a beaker, not before latter part of 0, 1 0 style grey; 1
BB bead and flange pie dish C2 into 0; 1 local version with a grey core, buff grey borders and
fired near black on surfaces, probably same date; 1 OXF cup; 8 shell tempered C2-C4; 1 stone
discarded.

bag 4 1 BB from same pot as before?; 4 sherds of imitation BB in local? fabric with black surfaces, 1
pot is a shallow dog dish, 1 a C2 cook pot; 10 NVGW all scraps, including a burnt rim which
might not be, 1 with CC; 2 possible Staiiground, late C2 -0; 33 CC, including a folded beaker
with scale decoration, a very narrow necked flagon; 1 imitation style Rhenish motto beaker
with a blob of white barbotine, 1 large bowl of later C3-e4 type, no definite late C4 character; 1
OXF?; 13 shell tempered mainly small sherds representing several pots, C2-e4; 1 fragment from
a box tile and 1 chip; 1 fragment of bone discarded.

bag 5 2 only sandy wares, C1-e2; 17 NVGW, 6 with a very pale body and a near black finish, 2 with
CC as before, possibly all only late CZ to mid 0; 9 CC rouletted band folded black beaker, 1
other beaker, 1 jar no obvious thick later style pots; 1 OXF from same cup as before; 7 shell
tempered sherds, 1 C2-e3 style rim, 1 with external grooves, 1 thick, C2-e3, none oi; 1 piece of
bone discarded.

8/4 2 bags

bag 1 1 black body with an orange/white skin fumed grey; 8 NVGW fumed dark grey to nearly
black, 2 with CC as before; 21 CC, 8 or 9 from a large bowl the neck shows its origins in a stan
dard NVGW bowl type, likely to be late C3-?early C4, 1 pie dish cf. Orton Hall Farm fig91,279,
C3, 1 wall sided mortarium possibly of Nene Valley manufacture mid 0 plus, 1 folded beaker
with scale decoration probably the same one as before, 2 black sherds with white decoration
from a beaker later 0 plus; 1 CC? Orange body burnt outside; 4 shell tempered sherds proba
bly C2-C4; 1 piece of box tile, 1 chip. DepOSit ?c.2oo-325?

bag 2 1 BB from a bead and flanged bowl, the same one as before?; 1 very sandy, red surface an imi
tation of a BB bowl; 1 nondeSCript lightly sanded fabric, pale grey fumed surface; 6 CC, 4 from
the large bowl in bag 1, 1 burnt, 1 nondescript; 4 shell tempered, C2 -<:.300? The same date
range seems to be indicated as for bag 1.

8/4a 1 grey sand tempered bowl, C2-0; 2 CC, 1 a piece of base of the same large bowl as in bags
land 2; 1 OXF?, flange from an imitation f38, very small size; 3 NVGW, 0; 2 burnt. 1 might
have been Cc.

8/5 3 bags

4
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bag 1 1 CC bead and flange pie dish, C3-C4; 1 shell tempered, C2-C4.

bag 2 TS base like that f18 or f18/31, 1 sherd fl8/31, Central Gaulish; 1 with sand mixed with grits
from the cordoned top of a bowl/cook pot, C2, J grey sandy nondescript; 9 NVGW, range as
before including J with CC and 1 with a nearly black finish; 6 CC, 2 from a base of a large
bowl, 2 from a late high-fired beaker; 2 OXF cup/bowl; ] shell tempered bowl rim, C3-C4?

bag 3 4 grey sandy, 1 fumed, ] with a sandwich fracture; 6 NVGW scraps; 16 tiny CC sherds, 9 from
beakers, including folded, the other pots were also small; 7 scraps of shell tempered; ] flint
flake, 1 piece of crushed flint gravel, latter discarded. All C2 - 300?

separate bag, 3 pieces of legula flange

8/5 separate bag, burnt clay lacking any feature.

8/6 2 bags

bag 1 2 sandy wares, no comment; ] ?NVGW; 9 CC from a dog dish, 2 more nondescript and a jar, all
C3 into C4; 3 shell tempered, 2 from 1 pot, the other a body sherd, C2-C4.

bag 2 63 sherds from one orange flagon/ pitcher, well potted fabric contains large white flecks, not
necessarily shell, probably not Nene Valley, possibly OXF d. Young fig.53,CS.5, fabric p.123,
upper part of the very narrow neck and rim lost; 2 CC of Nene Valley type and 1 piece of the
dog dish base pot in bag].; 2 shell tempered, no comment.

Both are probably C3-C4, but with no marked late character.

8/7 lower fill of 4 TS I cup soft, f ~ ? Walters 79 - 80 suite; 2 early sandy wares, no comment; 9
NVGW, 1 Nene Valley mortarium; ]- CC, J over fired with sagging base, probably a very late
dog dish, ] other over fired, 2 folded beaker; 4 shell tempered, 1 might be C4 jar; 1 OXF?; 2
fragments of imbrex.

8/8 TS ?f18/31; 1 fine very sandy thinly potted, pale grey core, black surface; J large black bodied
fine sandy ware; 1 NVGW; ] Nene ValleY white self coloured ware, burnt outsid,,; 2 shell.tem
pered, no comment. Nothing obViously later Roman here.

separate bag, tegula, no edge.

8/9 2 shell tempered. No Comment.

8/12 1 NVGW, unlikely to be C4; ] cc bowl rim C2-C4.

Trench 9

9/2 2 bags

bag] TS f27, Central Gaulish; 1 very sandy grey black centre but orange outer skins; J CC C3-C4?; 2
shell tempered, no comment; 1 basically white ware but with a black core.

bag 2 2 C16/17 stoneware jug; 2 C17-C19; 1 burnt Cistercian?; 2 other probable post medieval sherds.
The rest is very mixed, but no CC; 2 NVGW; 4 shell tempered, no comment; 7 generally sandy
and grey, no comment; 1 Cl cup black finished, with a reddish inside, and a grey core in the
thickest part; 1 bowl with flange in a coarse fabric with little sand; 3 sandy, no comment; 1 red,
i.e. burnt, AS fabric, apart from the colour this should be OK.

Both bags represent a mixed collection lacking anything which is markedly late, and possibly
not significantly later then c.150 as far as the Roman material is concerned, except for the highly
probably AS.

9/3 baked clay

9/4 1 CC; 2 hard NVGW, C2-C3; 1 grey sand and 1 sandy, no comment; 1 piece of burnt daub and
a tile chip.

9/5 2 NVGW; 1 shell tempered, no comment; 1 no comment.

9/6 2 shell tempered, both from bases, C1-C2, ?-C3; 3 scraps, 1 grog tempered base, Cl only.
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9/7 1 hard fired, very fine sand tempered local imitation of a BB flanged pie dish, 1 stone, dis-
carded.

9/8 3 scraps, 1 shell tempered, 1 hard very sandy, 1 orange sandy. No Comment.

9/9 2 shell tempered, no comment.

9/10B 18 pieces of a poor platter in a remote imitation of Terra Nigra, mid C1; 1 shell tempered, no
comment; 1 grog tempered with combing and grooving, C1; 1 fragment of a base in grey lightly
sanded, very probably Cl; 1 small piece of a very sandy rim, also very probably C1; 1 white
ware, possibly Nene Valley, burnt outside, Cl-C2; 1 small base, grey core dark surface, C1-C2;
2 pieces of bone, discarded.

9/1OC 3 sherds of a London Ware vessels with stamps made up of two incuse concentric annuli and
with rouletting, earlier C2; 3 shell tempered, no comment.

9/10H 9 more sherds of the imitation TN pot in 10/B; 6 shell temperedC1-C2 small cook pot; 1 more
fine shell tempered, Cl-C2; 1 fine sandy grey belgic type small bowl with a high shoulder and
the remains of an upright rim, CJ; 1 bowl with a bead rim, black core, orange skin fumed dark
brown.

9/11A 5 shell tempered, no comment; J hard fired very pale grey, hackly fracture, tempered with
sand, grits and grog, no comment.

9/11B 2 large joining sherds, mid grey, tempered with sand and grit, 2 more of same pot?, profile
lacks base and rim, but the girt has a fairly prominent cordon, CJ-C2; white very heavily
sanded fabric with a thick white coat on the outside; 1 piece of calcined bone, discarded. All
may beC1.

9/12 J hard fired grog tempered; 5 shell tempered, no comment; 3 miscellaneous grey/orange
sandy. All basically C1-e2.

9/13 1 grey sandy with a sub-"belgic" form; 2grey sandy rims; J body; J shelly. All really C1-C2.

9/14 3 shell tempered, no comment; 1 white bodied sherd; the rest are nondescript sandy wares in
cluding a base ofCl-e2 type and a rim. All C1-e2.

9/15 3 shell tempered; 3 small sandy with a black finish, C1-e2; 1 rim coloured a reddish grey and
with some sand tempering, same period.

9/16 1 CC, J50 onwards; 2 shell tempered, no comment.

Fabrics

The descriptions here are based on those given in Orton Hall Farm

AS Early Anglo-Saxon, described Orton Hall Farm, 205. While variable in its recipe, the ten
dency is for the fabric to be tempered with sharp grits and only sometimes with rounded
sand grains, Usually hard fired, the fracture is hackly and reveals the way effect of coiled
pots.

BB Black Burnished, hand-made, finished on a slow wheel/turntable, abundant grey sand well
sorted, the fracture reveals the wavy effect of coil-made pots.

CC Colour Coat, here Nene Valley Colour Coat is meant, the fabric is generally hard and
white/cream in colour with translucent sand occasionally with black specks even red ones

NVGW The same basic fabric as that used for Colour Coat, but deliberately reduced in firing, the
general purity of the clay yielding a pale body, the surfaces being darkened by deliberate
fuming.

OXF Oxford Ware, the pottery found this far from the production centre tends to be almost exclu
Sively of the colour coat. Young, p.l23, describes it as being hard, sandy frequently mi
caceous with occasional small black and red inclusion, and sometimes white chalk. The col
our coat is a brown red, at its best it is like an inferior samian. In practice, the sherds are
sometimes soft and the colour coat is easily lost.

TS Terra Sigillata ~ Samian.
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Overview

The assemblage, not surprisingly, is like that found round Durobrivae and now published in relative
detail in the report on Orton Hall Farm. The datings are based on the determinations there and at
other sites lying basically just East of Durobrivae.

One caveat must be entered and that is that there is a tendency for the relative amount of pottery in
use to vary through time. Therefore, a seeming lack of mid late C4 material should be read against a
similar difficulty in characterising what belongs at the very end of the Roman period, when the gen
erally late diagnostic products of the Stibbington kilns are absent. This is supported by the very dis
tinct change in the quantities used by the Anglo-Saxons. The amount of pottery from Trench 4/2
should be treated as being signilicant.

There is also a suggestion that an apparent weighting towards the C1 -C2 end of the period may also
be due to an imbalance in use. The next chief period, later C2 and C3 is also fairly well represented
and the poor shOWing of the C3-C4 can be partIy explained by the change in density of use. But there
is a feeling that it is weak anyway.

Without knOWing the layout of the trenches, the areas and volumes sampled, no recommendations
can be made. It may be that the appearance of the AS pottery, late over or high fired CC, the very
thick Shelly bowl and the shelly tile fragment actually point to an area where late occupation may be
expected. What does appear is that there are no grounds for supposing that there is significant pre
Roman occupation on the site.

D.F. Mackreth

November 22nd,1998
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SCHEDULE OF ILLUSTRATIONS

Fig. 1 - Location map showing survey area, scale: 1:10,000

Fig. 2 - Plan showing location of grids surveyed, scale:l:2500.

Fig. 3 - Dot-density plot of data and interpretation,scale: 1:1000

Fig. 4 - Trench location plan, scale 1:1000

Fig. 5 - Trench locations in relation to dot-density plot, scale 1:500

Fig. 6 - Plans of features in trenches 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7, scale - 1:100

Fig. 7 - Plan of trenches 6 and 8 (scale - 1:100) and sections (scale - 1:20

Fig. 8 - Plan of trench 9, scale 1:40

Fig. 9 - Small finds, 1 and 2 copper alloy (scale 1:1) and 3 iron rod (scale 1:2)
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